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CONlFILSSIONS 
by Vrouyr Mazmanian (Lebanon) 

T HE guitar is rather like the woman one loves . . . . She torm.;nts you 
with a thousand pangs and uncertainties, and then lif,ts you to the 
heights of bliss. 

Whoever has had to do with tbe guitar must have bad the same experience, 
and for tb_is reason I can express myself freely to the readers of "Guitar News". 

First and foremost I have had to struggle with the infer iority complex 
that pianists try to give .one. They are so s•teeped in the music of Beethoven 
and Chopin that they treat you with disdain and even with pity . .. . wha t can 
be more brilliant and splendid than a grand piano vibrating in a concert hall 
beneath the notes of Beethoven's Appass ionata or a Chopin Ballade? 

But how much harder must a guitarist toil than a pianist, practising his 
piece by Tarrega or Sor. Your guitar is not in good voice, or there is some
thing wrong with the strings, or your fingernails hurt. 

And then, after all this, a hall must be fo und that js not too big and that 
is acoustic:tlly perfect. 

As I have said, it is like the woman who gives you endless trouble, but 
with whom you still continue to live. 

Andres Segovia says somewhere, that ,jt seemed to him that he had played 
the guitar sin~e before he was born. I could borrow his phrase and say that I 
had heard the guitar pre-natally, for I was kindled by poetry from my earliest 
years, and often hearing the guitar spoken of in poetry, I was instinctively 
attracted to it. 

But there is consolation for our many pains in the knowledge that the 
guitar has a future before it. Bach, Mozart, Beethoven and Chopin wrote the 
most sublime works for the piano, and no one has since surpassed them, where
as music written for the guitar is constantly surpassed. 

I have suffered tremendously, as have all guitar ists, from poor-quality 
instruments and strings. I believe that the reason for tbe discouragement that 
students suffer js this indifferent quality. 

The music shops increasingly overflow with 'saucepans' masquerading as 
guitars. You cannot use nylon strings on them, for they would not produce 
any sound. There should be a crusade against the manufacturers of these 
'saucepans'. 

The construction of a musical instrument is an art, and the craftsman who 
makes it must be a devout workman and have his share of the sacred fire. 

But the windows of music shops, alas, are filled with the output of bar
barians . ... 

Let us, however, consider another kind of barbarian .... 
In 1940 an excellent musician from Paris, Emyss Djemil, holder of the 

first prize for the violin at the Paris Conservatoire, arrived in Lebanon with 
the Levantine troops. His first visit of all was paid to the Musical Institute of 
the famous American University of Beirut. Emyss Djemil, who is a true artist, 
and a man of great culture, asked the director of the Institute if the classic 
guitar was taught there. 
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The director, a concert pianist, and holder of a Conservatoire diploJl!a., 
answered with indignation : _ . 

"Ours is a school of serious music ! We don't have guitars and balalaika_s 
here !" . 

My friend explained to him that, although he himself had a first prize for 
the violin, he was passionately fond of the guitar, that he had begun to study 
this instrument in Paris, and that he wished to continue his studies while he 
was in Lebanon. At this, the director, somewhat mollified, said that he ·knew 
a fellow who had come from Paris the year before, and who apparently played 
Bach oru the guitar. But, he added ironicaUy, it seemed a bit abnormal to him. 

Our violinist, by now out of patience said "I am very pleased to have 
your information, and your so-called madman interests me enormously." And 
then, after enquiring for my address, he hastened to find me as soon as he could. 

We have been friends since that first meeting, and many are the pleasant 
times that we have had together. 

* * * * 
The war years were \'.ery hard. The only work available for musicians 

was in cabarets. I became, willy-nilly, :a double-bass player in order to gain 
my bread. in the first place because a double-bass is a rarity in this part of the 
world, and in the second place because the strings of the instrument are mi-la
re-sol like those of the guitar. 

After the British occup.ation of Syria and Lebanon I was employed in a 
very exclusive hotel at Damascus, which was a favourite haunt of British and 
French officers. It was during the summer. The nights in Syria are fresh and 
exquisite at that time oI the year. Our orchestra was installed in the fairy-tale 
garden of the hotel, amid the perfume of the famous roses of Damascus. 

The first evening, towards midnight, everyone had gone home and we 
were packing up our instruments, when a couple came towards our platform 
and sat down at an adjoining table. They were a young British officer and a 
charming fair girl in uniform. 

After a while the girl noticed a guitar case lying in a c,orner, and turning 
to me she said : 

"Oh. a guitar ! Who plays th~ guitar?" 
"I play it" I replied somewhat timidly. 
The young lady seemed to hesitate. Was it a jazz guitar? But the shape 

of the case, which was that of a classic guitar, reassured her. 
"Do you play any of Segovia's pieces?" she asked. 
"Yes, a little" I stammered. I was so transported that my hands trembled 

and my mouth grew dry. In such moments of emotion my fingers are always 
like cotton wool and my legs tremble. 

Eventually I took my Ramirez out of its case and played a few arpeggios 
to warm up my fingers. The resonance was admirable in the silent night air. 
But to reassure myself, I swallowed a glass of vermouth and smoked a cigar
ette, and. my fingers became well warmed up. 

The young lady asked first of all for Tarrega's Tremolo study. It seemed 
that I had found some genuine connoisseurs, and I became even more excited. 

We stayed there until two o'clock in the morning, amid the beautiful 
trees and the heady scent of roses. 

Toe next day the three of us met together again in my room over tea. 
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This time I brought out some pieces by John Dowland and Purcell. They 
were ravished, for they never imagined that jn the Middle East, jn Damascus, 
they would be hearing old English composeTs who are rarely played eyen in 
Europe. 

The charming young lady, gradually gaining courage, played and sang to 
us "Greensleeves" and other pieces. Over and over she murmured praises of 
the guitar. "A magnificent instrument!" she would say. 

"Yes, that is true, but it has one great fault," I said bitterly. 
"What fault is that?" 
"It is not sufficiently resonant" I replied. 
"But that is a virtue ! Our ears are so jaded with the noisy instruments 

of the present day that when I, for instance, hear a little minuet played on the 
guitar it .is a joy. There is no other instrument that so faithfully interprets 
the inmost feelings of the artist." 

These words were a balm that completely cured me, for I will not hide 
it from you that every time I played in public I had been in despair over the 
slightness of the instrument's resonance. 

These words, spoken by so delightful a creature, had a great and comfort
ing effect upon me. 

I realised that they were profoundly true. 

(Translated from French by Mrs. A. Korwin-Rodziszewski.) 

NYLON STRINGS FOR THE 
CLASSICAL GUITAR 

World's f inest strings , U sed by 
leading artists. H and made for 
utmost precisio n. Available in 

silver plated or pure silver 
wire , 

E. & 0. MARI, INC. 
Manufacturers of Musically Better Strings 

Since 1600 

38-01 23rd. Avenue 
Long Island City, 5, N. Y 

U.S.A. 

John Williams Recital AT the Conway Hall, London, on 
June 27th, John Williams (aged 

14 years) gave his first public recital. 
His programme, which consisted 

entirely of Segovia arrangements, 
opened with Frescobaldi variations, 
a Minuet by Haydn. Bourree and 
Double (Bach) and Suite in A by 
Weiss. 

After the interval he continued 
with Zambra Granadina (Albeniz), 
Preludio (Villa-Lobos), Barcarole 
(T•ansm~n), Vivo ed Energico (Cas
telnuova-Tedesco) and the Varia
tions and Fugue on the "Folias" by 
Manuel Ponce. The guitar was by 
Edgar Monch. 

Reports of this recital, and also of 
the recent London recital by Karl 
Scheit appeared in "The Times" of 
July 4th and March 21st respectively. 
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LISTEN TO FRENCH RADIO 

R OBERT VIDAL directs guitar broadcasts from Radio Paris every Mon
day 22.45 to 23 hours and every Tuesday 21.55 to 22 hours. About the 
middle of October the Tuesday broadcasts will be changed to Fridays 

(same time). These broadcasts are always 'live' (not recordings). Here are 
the wavelengths: 213m, 218m, 258m, 280m, 318m, 359m, 379m, 445m, 498m. 
Listeners in Britain and neighbouring tands may probably find some of these 
more audible than others. In Cheltenham the 445m wavelength is heard at full 
strength and clarity. Both Ida Presti and Alexandre Lagoya have been heard 
in recent broadcasts of this series. 

Important-Listen on August 3rd ! 
Readers in: Britain and other lands may be able to hear a special broadcast 

on August 3rd at 22.30 hours on Paris-Inter (1829m, 514m, 201/2m, 188m, or 
48m). Alexandre Lagoya gave a recital at the Salle Gaveau, Paris, on Febru
ary 10th and although he did not know it at the time, recordings of the recital 
were made. Robert Vidal will present these in the broadcast on Wednesday, 
August 3rd. (Actually they were first broadcast on July 20th. so this is a 
repeat.) 

Alirio Diaz 
The Venezuelan guitarist Alirio Diaz broadcast a short recital from Paris 

on July 2nd- Fugue (Bach), Sonata (Scarlatti), and Torre Bermeja (Albeniz). 

Don't forget to write ! 
The directors of broadcasting in France, as jn other lands, like to know 

whether programmes are appreciated and also whether they are clearly heard. 
A letter or even a card, will enable them to know that guitar broadcasts are 
listened to with pleasure. So write every time you enjoy a broadcast of guitar 
music. Radio-Diffusion Francaise, Paris, France, js sufficient address. (Post
age-letter 4d., card 2½-d.) 

Catb~dral Strings 
Sole Manufacturers 

An ENTIRELY NEW range of STRINGS for the 
Classic Guitar 

Made from modern materials which suit the needs of 
this classic instrument, these new strings possess truly 

exceptional qualities of tone and durability. 

PROCESSED NYLON AND TERYLENE 
281 1st Processed Nylon 
282 2nd 
283 3rd ,, ,, 
284 4th Wound on Terylene 
285 5th 
286 6th ,, ,, ,. 
287 Set (1 each of above) 

1/8 each 
2/- " 
2/2 ,, 
2/5 ,, 
2/8 ,, 
2/11 .. 

13/10 per set 

BRITISH MUSIC (GN) STRINGS LTD., 130, Sbacklewell Lane, London, E.8. 
ENGLAND. 
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J. A. BURTNIEKS 

OUR contributor, Janis Andris Burtnieks, was for many years Professor 
of Aesthetics at the Latvian School of Dramatic Arts, affiliated with 

· the Art Theatre of Riga, as ·well as a Lecturer at the University of 
Riga. His work was interrupted by World War Two which made him a 
refugee and a "displaced person". He is a graduate of the University of 
California at Berkeley and sometime post-graduate student at the Sorbonne, 
Paris. 

Among his publications may be mentoned a monograph on "The Song 
of Songs", a study of Tolstoy's Theory of Art, also briefer studies of Auguste 
Rodin and Romain Rolland. His chief work is "The Secret of Cremona", 
an enquiry into the acoustics of the violin. (Not available in English). 

He has made a profound study of the origins of stringed instruments, 
his researches lasting many years. For the last few years he has resided in 
New York City. 

OM GUITAR ITAMDARDI 
AND QUALITY 

by J. A. Burtnieks (U.S.A.) 

THIS is a plea for "piety" addressed to both guitar players and guitar 
makers. In the recent past, there have been sporadic attempts to create 
guitars of unusual shape, such as the "coat-of-arms" and the so-called 

"lyre-guitars" (the latter, however, having no resemblance to historical lyres 
of bowl-like construction, but rather reproducing the essential features of the 
now extinct Gaelic crwth). The German-Austrian Achterform, or "figure-of
•eight shape", with excessively broad shoulders and exceedingly deep lateral 
incurvations of a fiercely corsetted matron, also belongs in this category. 
However, the American jazz guitar, with its curiously distorted outline, con
vex resonating plates, f-soundholes , an "adjustable bridge" and a celluloid 
"guardplate" is an even more impious creation. Its strident tone, so unlike 
that of the guitar, is partly due to its unusual shape and construction and 
partly to its barbaric finish, which looks like automobile lacquer, or vitreous 
'enamel. Pel"haps we should not object to the humcha-tumta boys preferring 
this sort of ugliness. Unfortunately the jazzy shape, if not its other appur
tenances, occasionally makes its appearance among instruments that claim 
to be "classic". At least one widely publicized British manufacturer produces 
"classic guitars" that look like cousins of the aforesaid American guitar. A 
Swedish manufaeturer, whose "classic guitars" under a resounding Spanish • 
trade-name, are widely advertised in America, likewise affects a non-classic 
shape that subtly suggests the humcha-tumta vulgarity. Unless the real 
devotees of the guitar make a firm stand against all such freaks, the mischief 
is bound to spread. 
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The Torres Model 
Needless to say, the genuine guitar-call it "classic", romantic or 

merely Spanish- has evolved along definite lines and finally arrived at a defi
nite shape and manner of construction that should not be tampered with. If 
we love the guitar for its mellow voice, "born of the starry Mediterranean 
nights", we should, by the same token, respect its shape, for the former (i.e. the 
voice) is largely a function of the latter. Moreover, this "guitar shape" has 
a glorious tradition that can be traced back for nearly 1,000 years, although 
its final perfection, its "torso" (or waist and hips) of the Venus of Milo, was 
achieved in the workshop of Torres at Seville barely one hundred years ag9. 
According to Jose Jacopi, one of the very greatest craftsmen of our day, the 
model created by Torres "corresponds to the acoustical and aesthetic neces
sities of the instrument", and there is no reason whatever to change it. In a 
word, both guitar players and gu_itar makers would be well advised to take to 
heart Emilio Pujol's admonition in his Escue/a Razonada, that "the respect 
due to the tradition and history of the instrument should preclude any changes 
in the shape." 

The Guarneris and Stradivaris of the Guitar 
The violrinists, wiser in the musical lore, are exceedingly Wary of acceptmg 

the slightest deviations from the standard violin shape established at Cremona 
in the 17th century. So conservative are they that the majority of violins 
built to-day are exact replicas of the instruments built by Antonio Stradivari, 
although there is some acceptance of the -somewhat huskier model developed 
oy Giuseppe Guarneri del Gesu. If we consider the modern guitar after 
Antonio de Torres, the great innovator, its "Guarneris" are Manuel Ramirez 
(1869-1920) and Santos Hernandez (b. 1873) of the Madrid School, with its 
plumper model of a somewhat riper Venus, whereas its "Stradivaris", in this 
author's opinion, are Enrique Garcia (1868-1922) and Francisco Simplicio 
(1874-1934) of the Barcelona School, with its more "youthful" pattern in 
closer agreement with that of Torres. Nearly all outstanding craftsmen out
side of Spain, such as Hermann Hauser, Pierre Vidoudez, Edgar Monch and 
Jose Jacopi, have adopted the latter pattern, thus proving that plumpness or 
huskiness is not necessary for concert instruments of the highest quality. In 
a word, the Torres model proves to be the real "Stradivari" of guitar construc
tion. 

Only One Right Size 
The right shape, of course, must be combined with the right size, not 

-only of the body, but especially as regards the dimensions of the fingerboard 
and the swinging length of the strings. The prevalent view that guitars, unlike 
-other musical instruments, should be cut, like a suit of clothes, to fit the 
anatomy of the player, especially the size of his hands, is utterly without sense. 
The keyboard of t4e piano is not so accommodating. Nor js the violin. whose 
dimensions are rigidly standardized. Thus Eugene Ysaye, the great Belgian 
vk>linist of a former generation (often alluded to as "the king of violinists"), 
with his pudgy fingers, playcil the same kind of violin (made by the same 
master craftsman) as the fabulous Nicolo Paganini, whose fingers were un
usually slender and long. · For a· child to start his or her training on a toy 
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instrument fitted to his or her anatomy, mostly, is a futile undertaking, for 
the technique thus acquired has to be unlearned later on. So let us dispose 
of the amateurish nonsense that is productive of such anachronisms· as "con
cert size" and "grand concert size" or, in Spanish, "tamafio corriente para 
sefioritas", "tamafio mediano para caballeros" and "tamafio grande de 
concierto". For those who regard the guitar as a musical instrument, there is 
only one right size, no more. 

The Swinging Length of the Strings 
Contrary to popular impression, Antonio de Torres, creator of the best 

model, did not arrive at the right dimensions. Nor are the Spanish craftsmen 
of to-day wholly consistent in this regard: apart from their undersized model 
for sefioritas, the swinging length of the strings is liable to be anything between 
63 and 66 cm., which obviously is the result of anatomical rather than of 
acoustical considerations. The correct length, of course, is a function of the 
present-day tuning of the guitar. This may be taken to be an octave below 
that of the violin and hence pre-supposes a swinging length of exactly 65 cm., 
or 25.59 inches, i.e. twice that of the violin. As a slight deviation from this 
theoretical norm may be permissible, the right swinging length in inches may 
be taken to be between 25½ and 25¾- Very few guitars built by Torres con
form to these rigid limits: most are slightly undersized. One Torres instru
ment that approximates to the present-day ideas of the right size was described 
by the late Theodorus M. _Hofmeester in No. 16 of _"The Guitar Review". 
Because of ·the detailed drawings, made to scale, with aH dimensions clearly 
shown, this article is invaluable. The swinging length of the strings is given 
as 25 H inches. The body, or sound-chest, is 18-i inches long by 3½-3¾ 
inches deep. The width at shoulders is 10½ inches. at hips Bt¾ inches (with 
8i in the waist). Most modern craftsmen slightly exceed some of these 
dimensions. Thus Jose Jacopi increases the body length to 19 inches (48 cm.) 
and the hip width to 14 inches (35.5 cm.). A typical Hauser guitar has the 
same dimensions as Jacopi's, except that the shoulders are 10¾ inches wide. 
But representatives of the Madrid School often go much further. Thus a 
Ramirez guitar which the author had an {)Ccasion to measure was 19 inches 
(48 cm .) long, but had the width of 11 inches (28 cm.) in the shoulders and 
nearly 15 inches (38 cm.) in the hips-a somewhat ripe Venus with embon
point. 

The Correct Fingerboard 
Perhaps the most critical dimensions (because so closely connected with 

the technique of the left hand) are those of the fingerboard. While most so
called concert guitars nowadays aim at 2 inches (or 51 mm.) across the nut, 
which is perfectly satisfactory, the finished product usually is under 50 mm. 
Thus the nut of the Hofmeester Torres is only 49 mm. long, and the strings · 
are spaced 41 mm. Oi inches). After the first World War, the very active 
Guitar Association of Munich did a lot of experimenting to arrive at the 
correct fingerboard. As a result of these experiments, Hermann Hauser 
adopted the following dimensions: the nut, 52 mm. (slightly over 2 inches); 
strings spaced across the nut, 44 mm. (nearly 1¾ inches) and across the bridge, 
58 mm. (slightly over 2¼ inches). The majority of players will find these-
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dimensions very reasonable, and the exceptionally "large hand" (or "small") 
will readily adapt itself by carefully watching its way or by stretching the 
fingers a little. After all, the instrumep.ts should be more or less interchange
able: we do not learn to play one particular guitar-we learn to play the 
guitar ! It may be remarked that the above-mentioned Ramirez guitar had 
the strings spaced 42 mm. over the nut and 60 mm. over the bridge. As a 
result of this, both hands seemed to be somewhat handicapped. Moreover, 
the Hauser spacing is in-so-far superior as the strings are more nearly paral
lel and hence of more nearly equal length, which is liable to. contribute to the 
"purity" of the fingerboard under playing conditions. The latter problem is 
often handled too casually under the assumption that the tempered tuning 
needs must result in some impurity. The "harmonic method" of calibrating 
the fingerboard, advocated by Miguel Abloniz in "Guitar News" (No. 23) 
looks like an invaluable contribution to the solution of this thorny problem, 
and all guitar makers are urged to study it. 

Quality versus Quantity 
Apart from the question of the standard shape and size, there remains 

the problem of quality versus quantity. Unfortunately, the "versus" is used 
here advisedly. Many a guitar maker who has tried to achieve increased 
volume and carrying power by enlarging the body to "super concert size" has 
made the discovery that the method endangers the tonal quality. This is un
avoidable, for there is only one best size for a given shape and a given system 
of tuning. The present size, as given above, is really a compromise between 
the conflicting requirements of volume and quality. Emilio Pujol, in his 
"Escuela Razonada", rightly points out that the smaller guitars are "likely 
to gain in quality what they lose in volume" (i.e. within certain narrow limits). 
In other words, any guitar that claims to be "super" ought to be suspect 
in regard to quality. This preoccupation of guitar makers with volume and 
carrying power, often at the cost of quality and beauty of appearance, seems 
to us antiquated. It is time to face the facts, namely, that the guitar is a 
chamber instrument meant for smaller concert halls. Moreover, now that 
much of our music reaches us fr0m radio and phono reproducers, with their 
facilities for electronic amplification, the old problem of carrying power has 
lost much of its urgency. With Hector W. Quine, builder of Julian Bream's 
guitar, the author holds that "the guitar's chief quality is its beauty of sound". 
Other desirable qualities are: balance of registers (or homogeneity of tone 
and equal distribution of volume over the whole compass of the instrument) 
and, last but not least, facility of emission or softness of touch (what the 
Germans call leichte A nsprache). These problems are not peculiar to the 
guitar, and much can be learned from the experiments and experience of the 
piano and violin makers. (The author has summarized some of these findings 
in his book, "The Secret of Cremona"). 

(To be continued) 

"The Guitar Review" (No. 18) has just :arrived as we go to press. It is 
EXCELLENT! Six issues $5- ($6-U.S.A.) to 409 East 50th Street, New 
York 22, N.Y. , U.S.A. 
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RANIERI : METHOD FOR THE GUITAR 
(English, French, German and Italian Text) 

PART I (6/-) Recommended for Self-tuition. 
, PART II (8/-) Advanced Instruction, Coµcert Studies and Solos. 

GUITAR SOLOS, arranged and revised by S. RANIERI (each 1/6). 
Beethoven: 1st Movement, Moonlight Sonata. 
Carcassi: Tremolo Study. Mendelssohn : Barcarolle. 
Mozart: Berceuse and Chopin: Study Op. 10 No. 3. 
Ranieri: Malaguena. Yradier: La Paloma. Sor: Minuet in A. 

CRANZ AND COMP ANY LIMITED 
134, WARDOUR STREET LONDON, W.1 

Telephone: GERnu-d 3742 

CITTERMI. GUIT ARI. BEARDI & BARBERI 
by Peter David (Britain) 

I F there is one thing I like about the first Elizabethans, it is that those of 
;them who had their beards trimmed at barbers' shops would undoubtedly 
have made excellent guitarists, especially if they had the beautiful instru

ments of to-day at their disposal. 
I mention this because-well, just_Iook at what they did with "the cittern, 

a relative of the lute, whose strings we,re tuned in odd intervals, like those of 
the modern ukelele". (My quote comes from Eric Blom's admirable book 
"Music in England", and I particularly like the sly reference to the "odd 
tuning" of the ukelele). 

If the reader knows Mr. Blom's book, he will probably deduce my line 
of argument straight away. But in case he does not, I had better say here 
arrd now that Elizab~han barbers' shops must have been a fretted instrument 
homes-from-home. 

The rather objectionable words "fretted instrument" refer innocently 
enough in this case to our old friend the cittern. Again to quote Mr. Blom: 
"The fact that it was in every barber's shop, for people to play on while they 
waited to be shaved, indicated how widely it was used." 

Let us consider that statement for a moment; savour jt on the imagin
ation's pa}ate, so to speak. Does not the fancy revel at the very idea, my 
masters ? Think, ~hen, of the Elizabethan barber rolling his gaze upward in 
despair as his customers on a sudden mutual inspiration, snatched citterns 
from conveniently situated racks, and joined ju a few roistering choruses (to 
their own accompaniments) of "songs for three. fower, and flue voyces of 
sundry sorts, that is to say, some long. some short. some hard, some easie to 
be songe ... " One might well excuse the person actually being shaved fo~ 
da'Shing into the street. fully lathered, at the first sound of the tuning of a 
cittern, fearing the effects of a sudden crescendo on the stea·diness of the razor. 
And the.more I tliink of it, the more I ,am, convinced the above illustration 
is •the reason for the popularity of beards in. that period of our history! , 

Now we come to the crux of this article. If the first Elizabethans could 
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do it with their citterns, what should prevent their direct nomina1 successors 
foom doing it, having at their beck and call far superior instruments in the 
shape of guitars ? 

"Do what?" you may ask; to which question comes the remorseless and 
inevitable answer: "Silence the barber's patter." What better method could 
there possibly be ? Of course, I can foresee some difficulty in< playing a guitar 
and being shaved at one and the same time, but I had in mind a sort of "anti
patter Union" of barber-shop clients, who would be sworn to come to the 
shavee's aid at moments of patter-stress. 

"Test Match going nicely, Sir," drnols the ba11ber. (Here, an anti-patter 
Union man, seeing tihe shavee's distress, comes to the rescue with an etude 
by Villa-Lobos, featuring plenty of arpeggios and effectively stemming the 
barber's flood of cricketing memories). Or: "I heard a good one tire other day, 
Sir ... " (indigniant series of rasgueados, aohieving roughly similar effects). 

On further thought, however, I am inclined to think that the anti-patter 
Union would present too many administrative difficulties to make it a work
able proposit ion. Worse still- the plectrum players might apply for member
ship and I would prefer even the barber's patter to the plectrum guitar, however 
great its silencing value. 

To sum up then. the first Elizabethans and their cittems were obviously 
ideally suited to the atmosphere of the barber's shop, whereas the guitar has 
yet to be tried in this field. One may feel moreover, that the guitar should 
not ·be subjected to such treatment. 

Anyway. I thought I would just jot down the few ideas I had on the 
subject. Not that there is anything to be ashamed of in that. I always say 
that a bit of day-dreaming now and again does no one any harm .. .. 

* * * * 
May I thank, most sincerdy, Mr. Arthur Skinner for his "Bagging the 

Guitar Recital" in the last edition of this magazine? It inspired me to twiddle 
around on the family radio a few days after I rnad it, and-wonder of wonders 
- I " bagged" one hour and forty minutes of Segovia, who was pfaying at the 
Bordeaux Festival. Tha-nk you, once :again, Mr. Skinner. It was an experience 
I would not have missed for the world. (The fact that I afterwards discovered 
that tihe broadcast had been advertised in the "Radio Times" did not detract 
from the value of the article in•the smallest way, to my manner of thi<nking.) 

Schott's Guitar Archives - New Issues 
A. SEGOVIA EDIDONS 

G.A. 
171 BACH, J. S. Sarabande 3/6 
172 Gavotte 3/6 
173 Prelude 3/6 
174 BRAHMS, Waltz Op. 39/8 .. . 3/6 

G.A. 
150 PUJOL, E. Hommage a 

Tarrega 3/6 
177 SCARLATTI, D. Sonata E min. 3/6 
179 SEGOVIA, A. Estudio sin luz 3/6 

SCHOTI & CO. LTD., 48 Great Marlborough Street, London, W.l. 
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THE BUENOS AIRES SEASON 

W HAT a wonderful amount of guitar music the people of Buenos Aires 
enjoy t The first concert of the season was given by the distinguished 
'Trio Mallo Lopez' with an excellent programme of Bach, Sor, 

Mozart, Carulli, and a group of six works by the Argentine composer Galluzzo. 
Anol!her event was a recital by a young lady from Rosario, Alba H. D'Andretta 
who played Sor's Grand Sonata op. 25 for her chief item-and played it very n 
weN indeed. U 

Manuel Lopez Ramos included Sonatas by D. Scarlatti and Castelnuovo- \I 
Tedesco, the Bach Chaconne and other fine works in his recital. Jorge A. i 
Martinez played Minuet and Chaconne (Baoh), Concierto de Aranjuez (Rod-
rigo) and Sonata Argentina for guitar and string quintette by Adolfo V. Luna .. 

It would take more space than can be spared to give reports of all the 
other interesting programmes by so many expert guitarists. But we must 
mention a young -lady who gave a recital of works (by sixteen composers) all 
written especially for the guitar. This beautiful and talented guitarist, Graciela 
de los Santos, is just eleven years old and has ·been giving rncitals for at least 
three years! Her programme included Suite (de Visee), Folias (Sor), Cancion 
de Cuna (Pujol), Preludes by Ponce, Allende (Ohile) and Villa-Lobos, Fandan
guillo (Torroba) etc. Her teacher js Marie E. Pascual Navas. 

THE SONORITY OF THE GUITAR 
There have been many experiments to find a way of improving the sonority of- the 

guitar-resonators shaped like a lamp shade or tube have been tried. We hear_d 0~t 
guitars with 'double backs' were being made in Buenos Aires so we invited Sen.or D1orus1O 
Gracia to give his ideas on this matter. Seiior Gracia is director of the firm of Antigua 
Casa Nunez which has dealt with guitars and guitar music for 85 years. Here is an 
extract from his letter : 

"Many people have applied themselves to the improvement of t!he sonority· 
of the guitar. One of the most outstanding was Dionisio Aguado who inve111ted 
a tripodium to hold the guitar so that ·tlhe player's body did not hamper iits 
vibrations. My own research was directed towards the same end, but the 
means were different. In my search for .tJhe better sonority in the internal 
construction I made an infinite number of experiments. A method of con
struction was tried in which the struts, usually giued ·to the soundboard., were 
separa-ted (raised) from it, being so-to-speak 'in the air' so that the soundboard 
would have more freedom to vibrate. 

In another experiment the struts were arranged parallel to the strings. 
Then I made the "Sinfonia" guitar, with an acoustic sound box (sides and 
back) in a single piece without struts etc., thus obtaining a soundbox com
pleitely smooth so as to allow the best possible resonance. 

Later, in order to make a guitar whioh would be unaffected by extreme 
variations of climate-humidity, heat, etc.-I constructed guitars stamped 
from a single piece of ·aluminium. They had an appearance and resonance 
comparable to that of the best guitars of wood, and have given satisfaction to 
thousands of people who own them. 

Taking my stand on Aguado's idea of isolating the guitar from the player's 
body in order to obtain greater resonance, I constructed ~ guitar with a 
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double back. Although the result was not entirely successful, it was not a bad 
instrument. • . 

During my travels in Europe, I was intent on lear~ng what I could of 
progress in guitar construction, but the truth is thait I was not able to find 
anything remarkable, or better than our guiitars. When I was in Italy, I 
visited Pisa, where I heard that there was a Baptistry of most interesting con
struction, which dated from the year 1300, and which is especially astonishing 
from the acoustic point.of view, as the volume and duration of sound is won
derful, and is one of the a,ttraotions for tourists who go there. 

When I was in Spain, I took the opportunity of seeing the great Monastery 
of tJhe Esco.rial, which was built in 1584. A guide there •showed us the famous 
works of art in this majestic building, and called our attention to the Court 
of Secrets and the old church. This church has curious acoustical properties, 
so that jf one stands at the end of the room one can hear what is said at the 
altar, over sixty feet away, while nothing at all can, be heard in the centre of 
the room. Another interesting point is that if one stands under one of the 
arches of 1Jhe vault and claps one's hands, t_he ·sound produces a very sonorous 
and protracted echo, which can be heard at the sides of the room. The sound 
is three or four times louder than that which is produced in the Baptistry at 
Pisa. This phenomena so captured my imagination that I went back the next 
day to examine the acoustic construction ,in detail, and when I was there I 
conceived the jdea of constructing a guitar with a double back and of a shape 
approximately that of the vault. I made this new guitar of the best woods 
procurable, the body of jacaranda, the sound-board of selected pine, and the 
double back also of jacaranda. The first opinions of professionals who have 
tried it are very satisfactory. 

(See enclosed picture) 
(Translated from Spanish by Mrs. A. Korwin-Rodziszewski.) 

THE EDITORS VISIT PARIS 

P ARIS has changed ! It is forever changing in some respects, though, of 
course, iit still conserves its fundamental historic character. Since our 
last visit the strident blaring of the taxicabs has been silenced. So all 

that noise was not really necessary for driving about Paris ! Perhaps this has 
~ggested to some people that strident noise and loud volume of sound are not 
essential irrgredients in the making qf good music. Be that as it may, the reail 
guitar, with its delicate nuances of tone colour is quite obviously increasing jn 
popularity in Paris, and moreover it has gained recognition in the high places 
of music. 
Guitar Duo Recital 

All over the city posters announced a 'Summer Festival of Music', a series 
of speciaI concerts and recitals during the first weeks of July at the Sohola 
Cantorum (the well-known music academy in Rue Ste. Jacques.) Among the 
names of famous musicians and ensembles taking part in this Festival we read 
1ihat on July 6th a recital of music for two guitars was to •be given by Ida 
Presti and Alexandre Lagoya. 

Our hotel was not far from the Louvre and the Tuilleries and we were 
thrilled to discover that it was only about a hundred yards from the house· 
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where Ferdinand Sor lived and died-at 34-36 Marche Ste. Honore. There 
are many tablets on houses in Paris where the famous lived. For his great 
work in elevating the guitar Ferdinand Sor also deserves a tablet of commem
oration. But more about Sor later! 

Our first contacts with guitarists in Paris were by telephone and we 
received a number of invitations to visit friends. 

We learned that several well-known guitarists were at that time visiting 
Paris, among them Emilio Pujol and his wife Mathilde Cuervas. also Lolita 
Tagore of Genoa, Italy. We had corresponded with Signorina Tagore for 
many years. so it was a great pleasure to meet •her and to hear her play. She 
had one of the guitars made for her by Loren1zo Bellafontana of Genoa- a nice 
instrument, though she said the one she had left at •home was more responsive. 
Presti, Lagoya and Vidal 

It is not so difficult to find an address in Paris as it is to find the right 
flat among an assortment of doors and landings. However, we followed two 
other people whose identity we guessed rightly to be Monsieur and Madame 
Vidal. Our hostess, a young English lady who is a pupil of Ida Presti . formally 
introduced us and soon we were listening to R.C.A. records of duets by Ida 
Presti and Alexandre Lagoya. Their playing of music by Manuel de Falla 
is wonderful. •the two guitars blending so that they seemed like one fine instru
ment. During that day they had been recording for a film, but although that 
must have been tiring they called in to meet us. We had met Madame Presti 
before but not Alexandre Lag:oya (her husband), some of whose solo records 
we also heard. These included Sarabande Varie (Handel), Nocturne (M. Tor
roba) and Danse Rythmique (composed by Ida Presti). You can imagine that 
many guitar matters wyre discussed. Robert Vidal, who directs the guitar 
broadcasts from Paris, is doing most useful work for the guitar. 

"Les Amis del la Guitare" 
On the Friday at 6 p.m. we attended the meeting of "Les Amis de la 

Guitare" at the house of Mons. and Mme. Verdier on the Isle St. Louis- one 
of the oldest and most interesting parts of Paris, reached by crossing the iron
bridge at the back of the Cathe9"ral of Notre Dame. M. Verdier showed us 
some of his collection of guitaristic documents. One ancient engraving depic
ted a beautiful young lady guitarist, Marie Mancini, who might be described 
as "the Ida Presti of the seventeenth century". Among those present was 
Marcel Nobla. who is a very versatile guitarist. He played works by Sor and 
other classic composers. then broke into some exciting flamenco variations. 
Finally he sang in a rich pleasing voice some French songs to his own guitar 
accompaniment. 

In Distinguished Company 
Signorina Tagore had invited us to dine at her hotel on our last evening 

in Paris. When we arrived we were delighted to find that Seiior Emilio Pujol 
and Dona Mathilde Cuervas were there also. Seiior Pujol was engaged on 
historical researches in Paris and has made some interesting discoveries relat
ing to guitar music and guitarists of the past, making microfilm copies of many 
documents for further study. We had a long (but all too short!) conversation 
with him on many guitar affairs. It was an unforgettable experience to be 
t&te-a-tete with one whose knowledge of the guitar in all its aspects is so pro-
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found. Doiia Mathilde was the 1ife and soul of the party, whether demonstrat
ing complex rhythms or taking part in conversation where French, English. 
Spanish. Catalan, Esperanto and Flamenco (!) all had a share. 

A Pilgrimage 
On Saturday morning, July 2nd, Monsieur Verdier and another guitarist. 

Mr. Bouddhiyram Varma, accompanied us to the great Montmartre Cemi,tery. 
We obtained permission to visit the tomb of Ferdinand Sor and proceeded 
through this vast burial ground escorted by a gendarme. This 'city of the dead• 
is a fantastic place crowded with family vaults and ornate sculptures~a 
striking contrast to the gaity and cabarets of the nearby Place Pigalle. At 
last we came to the tomb of the great guitarist whose music we have so often 
played. Ferdinand Sor was buried here on July llrth, 1839-he lives forever 
in his music. The wording on the ancient horizontal tomb-stone was not easy 
to discern, but the plaque which was placed on the grave in 1936 bore the 
clear inscription : "Au genial compositeur guitariste FERDINAND SOR. 
1778- 1839, 'Les Amis de la Guitare', Paris, 7-1936." 

We paid our homage, photographs were taken-and a few hours later we 
were on our way back to England. 

HOW WE SHOULD START THE STUDY OF THE GUITAR 

by Miguel Abloniz 

PART VI 

Right Hand : When the student is ab!e to do with some easiness and 
correctly the exercises described in the first instalment of this series (G.N. No. 
21), he may start the practice of the •thumb alone and then in combination 
with the i.m.a. fingers . (The fingers are: i=index; m=middle; a =anular or 
third finger; p =thumb). 

His attention should be especially drawn to the fact that the ideal position 
of the hand (known as the Tarrega one) achieved by the correct 'apoyando• 
playing of the i.m.a. fingers, must not be altered by the entering into action . 
of the t,humb. With the right training we are not only able to use the thumb, 
(which is our most mobile digit) in 'that position' but also without causing 
the slightest displacement of the rest of the hand. 

Here again it will not be out of place to mention that, of course, the 
hand has first to be placed 'in position' (which implies some movement) but it 
should remain perfectly still while the thumb strikes. 

The apoyando way of playing may be applied also to the thumb, espec-· 
ially when it plays alone and for accentuating certain notes or passages of the 
bass; but when the thumb plays simultaneously with one or more fingers, and 
in chords, arpeggios, tremolo and pizzicato, it js •either impossible for it or 
useless to do apoyando. For those who may not yet be initiated I should 
repeat that when the string on which a finger playing apoyando would fall is 
needed to remain in vibration, we avoid tihe apoyando on it, naturally, because 
otherwise that would make it stop vibratill'g. 

As I have already mentioned somewhere else, the apoyando will always 
be something left to the player's discretion. The player should be guided by 
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the production of beautiful tone-colour and dynamics, and by phrasing with 
good taste. I wish to give, at thjs opportunity, some examples of this 'rus
-cretion' of some guitarists: Ida Presti plays the 'Study No. 20. Op. 38 by 
N:Coste without 'apoyando', while Miguel Llobet used to play it with 'apoy
ando' and I have hls record of it (Odeon-Germany- No. 0-25590 [76285]); my 
teacher Emilio Pujol plays Tarrega's 'Recuerdos de la Alhambra' making 
·' apoyando' (even in tremolo!) every time that the string on whloh hi! a.m.i. 
fingers fall is not a bass which should be left vibrating. 
"A'. Exercises for the thumb playing alone and followed by the other fingers 
(more combinations are easily invented): 

i.m. m.i. m.a. a.m. i.a. a.i. 
<( l) P. (2) P. (3) P. (4) P. (5) P. (6) P. 

i.m.i . m.i.m. m.a.m. a.m.a. i.a.i. a.i .a. 
(7) P. P. (8) P. P. (9) P. P. 

Eaoh of these exercises should be practised maniy times in the following 
ways: 

(I) thumb 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

(10) 
(1 I) 
(12) 

(13) 
(14) 

on sixth string - fingers on 
fifth 
fourth 
third 
second 

sixth 
fifth 
fourth 
third 

sixth 
fifth 
fourth 

sixth 
fifth 

first string, 

second 

third 

fourth 

(15) sixth fifth 

The next thing to learn and this requires even a greater lightness of the 
band and a lot of patience at the begilllning, is the simultaneous use of the 
thumb ':Vith one of t,he three fingers (i.m.a.), while the finger plays in the 
.apoyando way. Similar cases happen_ very often -in meloruc passages, which 
may be a succession of single notes, with a note of the bass (struck by the 
thumb) appearing at every few of them; obviously irn these cases, the high 
single notes (melody) are played 'apoyando' even those of them which must 
be struck simultaneously with a bass note (thumb). 
"B'. Exercises for the thumb playing simultaneously with one of the three 
.fingers: 

i.m.i.m. m.i.m.i. m.a.m.a. a.m.a.m. 
•( l) P . (2) P. (3) P. (4) P. 

i.a.i.a. a.i,a.i. i.m.i. m.i.m. 
( 5) P. (6) P. (7) P. P. 

m.a.m. a.m.a. i.a.i. a,i.a. 
!(8) P. P. (9) P. P. 
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The above combinations may be practised in the same ways as described in 
the 'A' exercises ot the present article. 
Note: Remember that when t:4e thumb plays on the string on which the other 
fingers should fall when making apoyando (i.e. when thumb and other fingers 
play on two neighbouring strings) they play 'non-apoyando'. 

(1'0 be continued) 

REVIEW 

by J . .K. Sutcliffe 

In the April-May (No. 24) issue of "Guitar News" appeared the first section of 
this review of Clifford Hoing's articles in "Woodworker". In these he described his 
methods of making and assembling the body or resonant-chamber of a guitar. 

.. * * * 

By the time ·the maker of a one-off instrument (usually-but not always
the amateur) has completed the body, he may seek relief from the tedious 
bending, matching and the gentle persuading of flimsy woods to neat con

tours. Welcome indeed then is the comparatively 'heavy joinery' entailed in 
making the head and neck: the satisfying change of touch in tackling the 
geared rollers, finger-board and frets. 

Mr. Hoing describes forming the latter two parts jn, Articles Nos. 4 and 5. 
These he attaches, as the final constructional job, to the ready-completed body. 
(One of the n:.ost difficult tasks confronting any guitar maker new to the work 
is that of obtaining the correct two-dimensional 'lay' of the fingerboard relative 
to the front of the body). He favours the fiddle-makers method of taper
dovetailing the heel into the head block which manner allows of adjusting the 
'lay' before jamming home and glueing up. (Some Spanish make,rs continue 
the heel as a block through the body, the -ribs being notched into accurate saw
cuts in: its sides. Inasmuch as this method uses less glue, it is to be preferred; 
it can make alignment of neck and body more difficult.) 

Regarding the fingerboard: sound advice given at the heading of article 4 
will bear repeating here; "Every care s!J,ould be taken to ensure absolute accur
acy on this section as it is the positioniJm of the frets, in relation to the length 
of the strings, which determines the note produced". While a few accidental 
or even intentional departures from the original design, in the rest of the 
instrument. will amount to nothing as far as eventual music-producing goes. 
the least vertical or lateral mistake in fret-positioning will have considerable 
effect on it. 

Frets placed by one or other of the recognised rules and disregarding the 
harmonic ratios ½, ½, ¼, etc., of the string length, will develop a cumulative 
error in spacing, particularly noticeable in the upper positions. 

Why is it that rara avis of a piece finialiy run to earth as ideal in every 
other respect, is too short or too narrow or too thin ? A useful tip, mentioned 
in Article 4 for making use of a scant length of wood in a fingerboard, is to 
arrange for the joint to come ex:actly at one of, say, the lower three fret posit
ions. Cunningly this maintains the neck-reinforcing qualities of the finger
board at the point of greatest strain-namely in the region of the start of the 
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curve of the heel. (Do not forget we have six strings pulling with considerable 
power and tending to bend the whole instrument-'as a bowstring bends a bow.) 

'f.he final article treats of fitting the frets: of general embellishments and 
of finishing. In finishing-off the guitar, all the flaws of surface-working come 
more and more to light as the tooling gets finer and finer. The worst of them 
can never be 'lost'. One just resolves to do better next time. The crowning 
consolation, of course, is in the fact that our efforts may result in what was 
mainly intended-the production of an ins'trument of music. 

(Conclusion) 
Footnote 

CLIFFORD HOING, professional luthier, has, in his "Woodworker" 
articles given effectively and concisely a method which, if diligently 
followed through by the enthusiast, will produce a guitar of high 
quality. The limitations imposed by the publications in which his 
articles have appeared, are bound to preclude full detailed account of 
everything a master luthier must know and be able to put into practice 
when making a guitar. 

Reddite igitur quae sunt Caesaris, Caesari 
by Miguel Abloniz (Italy) 

A FEW days ago, at the Scuola Musicale in Milan where I teach, while 
between two lessons I was strolling up and down the corridor, I was 
attracted by an unknown beautiful piece of music which was being 

played in a class-room on a pianoforte with great brio and under a rhythm 
dictated by a metronome. 

I stopped, listened, and for a while I was indeed astonished to observe 
with what ease I was able to guess in advance the melodic and harmonic 
development of the piece in question; nevertheless I soon started thinking 
that undoubtedly this could not be the first time I had listened to that music, 
yet its tonality and treatment were quite unfamiliar to me. 

In the meanwhile time for me to resume my lessons came and I had to 
return to my class . . . 

I confess that for a good quarter of an hour I was unable to concentrate 
on the lesson I was supposed to be giving, that theme insisted on sounding 
in my ear! 

After a rather h.ard effort of memory I suddenly thought I saw clearly. 
But how could it possibly be ? No, I was certainly wrong . . . it simply 
could not be ! And then again I was convinced that that was the theme . . .. 

Not to make it longer, that music was the same as one of the two little 
pieces which are known to have been con;i.posed by F. Tarrega a fortnight 
before his death. It is called "Oremus"," bearing No. 15 in Domingo Prat's 
list of Tarrega's original compositions-the other is entitled "Endecha". '' 

I ran out of my room in search of the answer, but unfortunately found 
that the teacher and her pupil had just left .... 

Until the next day, when at last I knew the real composer's name, and 
after having consulted at home my copy of Tarrega's "Oremus", I could not 
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find any peace of mind. Had any good pianist made an arrangement of 
Tarrega's little prelude, or was it that the contrary had happened, i.e. that we 
have been attributing to Tarrega a composition which was only a transcrip
tion? 

The author was Robert Schumann. The work was composed in 1836 for 
pianoforte and was called "Fantastic danse" (and indeed it was destined to 
create this "fantastic little tale"!); it is included in the book known by the 
name of "Album leaves" Op. 124. 

Tarrega must have started transcribing this piece for the guitar (leaving 
out its introdu.ction, which is quite pianistic) and probably had not the excel
lent habit of writing first thing, at the top of any work, the author's name, 
the title (and the opus number, date, edition, etc. when available). 

Certainly Tarrega was far from being the person who would attribute 
to himself a work belonging to somebody else, yet, thanks to his "artistic 
disorder", those who examined his papers after his death credited him with 
the work in question. 

So, the original works of Tarrega, considered by D. Prat to be altogether 
9 preludes and 25 pieces now become 24. 

It is also well known that to Tarrega have been attributed by some un
scrupulous publishers works (original and transcriptions) deprived completely 
of any musical value and good taste (for obvious "selling" reasons), but this 
is another story. 

All this reminds me of the following: Someone had the habit of always 
asking me to lend him my works (either transcriptions or original, all un
published) for copying them for his own use. When one day, just casually, 

-1 happened to see his manuscripts of my works with my name appearing 
nowhere on them, I was unable to restrain myself and said to him: "Would 
you please be so kind and add my name on my works, not for anything else, 
but just because if you died I should not like to see myself being accused of 
plagiarism by your relatives, when they would have seen me publishing works 
which they had found between your papers written by your own hand ! ! " 

I think that "rendering to Caesar what is Caesar's" is still a good and 
honest habit . . . . 

* The exact translation of the Latin word 'oremus' is: 'let us pray'. It is also used with 
the meaning of 'prayer'. 
The Spanish word 'endecha' means complaint, lament, lamentation; but a style of 
poetical composition made of four verses of six or seven syllables each is also called 
'endecha'. Most probably Tarrega meant the latter, his 'Endecha' being composed of 
musical sentences of seven notes. 

SPAIN AND PORTUGAL 
Subscriptions and renewals for "Guitar News" may be paid through our 

agents :-MADRID, Sociedad General Espanola de Libreria, 9 Evaristo San 
Miguel. BARCELONA, Libraicie Francaise, 8-10 Rambla del Centro. 
LISBON, Livraria Bertrand, 73 Rue Garrett. 
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GUITAR MUSIC 
Segovia's "Daily Studies" 

Schott & Co. Ltd., 48 Great Marlborough Street, London W.l, have just 
published Three Studies (G.A. 178) by Andres Segovia. The third study is a 
Divertimento for two guitars. 
Prize Compositions 

TWO more of :the prize-winning entries of the 1954 Competition organised 
by the Italian Guitar Association have now been published as supple
ments to "L'Arte Chitarristica" by Berben of Modena. "Fleur Bleue" 

by Stepan Urban of Pr-ague Conservatoire is a delicate morceau-modern yet 
charming. 

"Due Capricci" by Miguel Abloniz of Milan are more or~hodox in their 
harmonies and like the previous work quite pleasing. Another composition 
by M. Abloniz "Bailecito" appeared as a supplement to the Japanese guitar 
magazine "Armonia" . 

• * * * 
From Rkordi, Cangallo 1570, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Also from 

G. Ricordi and Co., 132 W. ~lst Street, New York 11, N.Y., U.S.A. 

BA 9579 "Danza Espaiiola No. 1" is an original composition in the Spanish 
idiom by Domingo Prat (famous for his "Dictionary of Guitarists"). 
BA 9578 is Prat's transcription for two guitars of "Serenata Morisca" by the 
Spanish composer Ruperto Ohapi (1851-1909). 
BA 9574 "Cuando la Noche se Acerca" and 
BA 9575 "Mi Negra" are both zambas by the Argentine guitarist Carmelo 
Rizzuti. They are so much in demand that a second edition has been printed. 
An optior~al part for a second guitar _is in-eluded with the second zamba. 
BA 11143 "Ay-Ay-Ay" by Osman Perez Freyre, is an interesting example of 
South American rhythm. Its subtitle is "Reminiscencias Cuyanes" and it was 
arranged for guitar solo by L.Vicente Gascon, who though Spanish-born, lived 
in Argentina most of his life. 
BA 11118 is a transcription of a Beethoven Andante by N. Casuscelli (10 
pages). 
BA 11117 is a valse-song by Cayetano di Sarcina also arranged for guitar 
solo by Casucelli. 

Works by Jose de Azpiazu 
Three original compositions and seven transcriptions by Jose de Azpiazu 

of Geneva Conservatoire, have been published by Symphonia Verlag, ag. 
Basel, Switzerland (New York agenrts-G. Ricordi and Co., Inc.) 

Of the original compositions two are songs jn Spanish with guitar accom
paniment-"Zorongo Giitano" and "La Flor de la Canela." The guitar solo, 
a Tonadilla-"Hommage a E. Granados", is dedicated to Andres Segovia. It 
is a graceful work, worthy of a place in the recitalist's programme. 

The transcriptions are Suite in A and Passacaile (R. de Visee), Suite I 
and Suite II written by J. S. Baoh for the lute and transcribed in their original 
keys, Passacaglia by Handel, Soniata by Domenico Scarlatti, :the best-known 
Rachmanino:ff Prelude (transposed from Cjj: minor to D minor) and the Tango 
by G. H. Matos Rodriguez, "La Cumparsita"-a very interesting collection of 
music. 
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Held Over-Many articles, re
ports etc., which we should like to 
have included have been unavoid
ably omitted from this issue. 

SEGOVIA 
Segovia will broadcast from Lon

don (B.B.C.) on Sept. 20th. During 
the Manchester Music Festival he 

will give a recital at the Library 
Theatre, St. Peter's Sq., on Friday 
evening, September 16th. 

SPANISH FESTIVALS 
During June two great Festivals 

toqk place in Spain. Segovia gave 
recitals at the Granada Festival; R. 
Sainz de la Maza at the International 
Festival of Seville. 

TEACHING THE GUITAR 

THE guitar student of to-day may be the concert artist of tomorrow, so it 
is wi'th pleasure that we report some of the wide-spread activity in 
guitaristic education. 

The New England Conservatory of Music, Boston (U.S.A.)) has appointed 
Guy Principato as teacher of the classic guitar. 

Instruction on the guitar will be given by Pr:ofessor Karl Scheit at a special 
"Ten Days of Music" course at Schloss Tranrrenfels in Styria (Au&tria). 

The Castle College of Music, Cardiff (Wales), is including a course for 
guitar in its autumn-prospectus. The instructor will be Ernest Haigh who also 
teaches the double-bass at the College. 

The Guitar Class at the George Salter Secondary Modem School, West 
Bromwich (E11'gland) was the subject of a B.B.C. Television programme on 
July 14th. This 'new-approach' teaching of music-making js directed by John 
Gavall. Guitars are made in the school workshop. About one hundred boys 
are learning to play the guitar. A full! page illustrated article about this ex
periment appeared in "The Radio Times" of July 8th. 

STUDENTS' CONCERTS 

A T the Conservatorio of Lisbon (Portugal) stude!1'ts of the course of Prof
essor Emilio Pujol gave a concert on April 18th, which included solos 
by R. de Vi.see, Bach, Haydn, Sor, Tarrega, Malats, Pujol, and Duarte 

Costa. The guitarists were J. Figueiredo Gomes, F. Gui Sampaio de Sousa 
Al vim, S. Jose Marques, J. L. Goncalves da Sil.va, Maria Antonio Vierling and 
Regina Junqµera. The two latter also played Minueto da Arlesiano (Bizet 
arr. Pujol), and joined with their teacher in the first performance of an original 
work for three guitars by P. Hindemith. 

* * * * 
In New York (U.S.A.) pupils of Alexander Bellow gave their 14th Stud

ents' Concert on April 24th, presenting 30 items in a programme of wide range 
with music of Luis Milan, Frescobaldi, Byrd, Dowland, Bach, Weiss, Handel, 
Alheniz, Ponce, Granados. Bela Bartok, etc. 

A guitar quartet consisting of Natalie Bellow, R. Hattersley, J. Se·rwer and 
A. Bellow played an Armenian Dance by Spendiarian and Fragmento de la 
Concierto Flamenco by V. Gomez. 
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In A·thens (Greece) Basil Racos, a pupil of Professor Charalambos Ekmet
zoglou, took part in the Conservatorio concert on May 15th, playing Segovia's 
arrangement of a Bach Prelude, two studies by Giulian·i and 'Dialogando' by 
Daniel Fortea. 

* * * * 
Two of the pupils of Professor Jose Navas took part in a similar concert 

at Malaga (Spain) Conservatorio. Francisco Navas played Serenata by Nav
arro Porcell, and Evaristo Puyet played Suite (de Visee). Choros (Villa-Lobos) 
and Asturias (Albeniz). 

* * * * 
Three of the pupils of Professor Miguel Alboniz at the Scuola Musicale 

of Milan (Italy) <took their 'end of year' examinations on June 23rd. Renato 
Naborri played Studies by Pujol and Giuliani; Signorina Mimia Sain (who 
hopes to go to Siena for the special guitar course at the Chigiana Academy) 
played Carcassi study op. 60, No. 3 and Sor B minor Study; Augusto Righetti 
(11 years old) played Carcassi Study op. 60, No. 19 and Sor Study op. 35, No. 8. 
In addition pupils had to play any of the 24 diatonic scales at the choice of 
the Director of the School, Maestro Paolo Delachi . 

MEMBERS' ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Members of I.C.G.A. may have notices inserted (prepaid) at the following rates 
(no further free insertions):-25 words 2/6; 50 words (maximum) 5/-, 6 insertions (pre
paid) for the price of 5. (12/6, 25 words; 25/-, 50 words). 

WANTED: If you have for sale old books, methods or music for guitar, please 
contact Paul 0. Schoberg, 5544-2nd Avenue South, Minneapolis 19, Minne
sota, U.S.A. 
CHESNAKOV: Elements of Music and Harmony in the study of the Classical 
Guitar. Theoretical and practical training in Modern Technique as a basis 
for development of artistic playing and for elimination of faults, self-acquired 
or installed by wrong teaching. Progressive, selected studies. Few vacancies 
for students. 48a Cathcart Road, London S.W. 10 (FLA 4354). 
WANTED: Danza No. 5 (Granados); Danza No. 1 (Granados); Leyenda 
(Albeniz). D. Cleobury, 15 Gospel Lane, Acocks Green, Birmingham 27. 
SPANISH GUITAR CENTRE: (Western Area). Private or class tuition. 
Segovia-Tarrega <technique by Michael Watson. Strings, music, guitars 
stocked. 6 Gloucester Road, Bristol 7. (Tel. 47256). 
POSTAL COURSES, Methods, Tutors (Classic Guitar) and gui'.ar music 
wanted. Particulars to Samuel R. Mensah-Attah, P.O. Box 292, Cape Coast, 
Gold Coast, British West Africa. 
SAVAREZ NYLON GUITAR STRINGS made by Babolat et Maillot, Lyon, 
France, supplied in three tensions and used by Ida Prest.i and Afexandre 
Lagoya. Available in England f.r9m Wilfred Smith, Harp-Maker and repairer, 
30 St. James's Avenue, Hampton Hill, Middlesex. Complete set of Savarez 
Nylon strings 17 /6. 
WANTED : Ferdinand Sor's Guitar Method, either English or Spanish text 
(preferably English) or translated. Details to : L. Egar, Jnr., Herbert Park, 
Gardiners Hill, Cork, Ireland. 
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NEW AND STANDARD EDITIONS 
FOR THE GUITAR 

AZPIAZU Andaluza, Granadina, Vito, El (Flamencos) each 

GASCON 
Album for the Young (12 easy pieces) ... 
Modern Method, Volume 1 (Span. Text) 
Modern Method, Volume 2 (Span. Text) 

MARAVILLA 
Aires Gallegos (Flamenco), Brisas Trianeras (Flamenco) 

Rondena (Flamenco), each 
Tres Bailes Del Siglo XVIII (Flamenco) 

MATOS RODRIGUEZ (Azpiazu) 
*La Cumparsita, Tango 

OLIVA 
*Paulita. Mazurka 

PAGANINI (Pujol) 
*Capriccio XVI 

PRAT 
Album of Argentine Songs and Dances ... 
DICTIONARY OF GUITARISTS. BIOGRAPIDCAL, 
BIBLIOGRAPIDCAL, IDSTORICAL. 480 Pages. 
SPANISH TEXT ONLY 

PUJOL 
*Els Tres Tambors. Cancion Popular Catalana 
*Salve 
*Seguidilla 

SOR (Gascon) 
*Variations on a theme from "The Magic Flute" of 

MOZART. A brilliant new arrangement 
WEISS (Fleury) 

Suite in A . . . 

• EW EDJTIO S 

.60 

$1.00 
1.75 
2.25 

.75 

.75 

.60 

.60 

$1.00 

$1.20 

$6.00 

$1.00 
.60 

1.00 

.90 

$1.25 

Catalog listing all publications in our stock for the Classic guitar wW be sent F REE 
upon request. Please ask to be included in our mallina: list for notification of new 
publications. Write to :-

G. RICORDI & Co. 
132 W. 21st ST. 
New York 11, N.Y. 

G. RICORDI & Co. (Canada) Ltd. 
380 Vict oria Street, 
Toronto 2B , CANADA 
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THE "SEGOVIA" BOOK 

A BOOK about ANDRES SEGOVIA has recently been published by 
Editions Rene Kister (Geneve-Monaco). Evidently it is one of a series 
'Les Grands Interpretes'. It contains twenty-six superb portraits of the 

great guitarist by Roger Hauert, showing Segovia jn various characteristic 
attitudes, including several which give 'close-up' views of those wonderful 
hands on his guitar. 

The text (in French) \Vas written by Bernard Gavoty, music critic of 
"Figaro" . For extra measure there .is a letter (in manuscript) by Segovia, a 
short biography and a list of some of his recordings. 

This book is a work of art and a most delightful souvenir wbioh will be 
treasured by guitarists and other music-lovers. 

THE INTERNATIONAL CLASSIC GUITAR 
ASSOCIATION (I.C.G.A.) 

(A non-profiknaking Organisation) 

President : L. T. Bridell, M.A. 
Committee: Miss Maude Hamilton, Miss Joan Prior, 

Mrs. Kay Appleby (Hon. Treasurer), 
Mr. Eric J. Dance (Auditor) , 

Mrs. A. Korwin-Rodziszewski, B.A., (Translator). 
Hon. Organiser: Wilfrid M. Appleby, 47 Clarence Street, Cheltenham 

(Glos.) England, to whom all communications and subscriptions should be sent. 
Foundation Member: 20/- a year (U.S.A. $3.00). 
Supporting Member: 10/- a year (U.S.A. $1.50). 
Member (ordinary): 5/- a year (U.S.A. $1.00 for 8 issues). 

All members receive "Guitar News " without further payment . 
.. GUITAR NEWS" Bi-monthly Copyright reserved. 

Hon. Editor : Wilfrid M. Appleby. 
Assistant Editor : Mrs. Kay Appleby. 

Non-members' subscription to "Guitar News" 5/- (6 issues). 
U.S.A. Payments: A dollar note covers ordinary membership fee or 

suoscription for a period of 16 months (8 issues of "Guitar News"). 
Dollar notes or International Money Orders are much more conven ient 

than bank drafts. 
London Agents: Messrs Schott & Co. , Ltd., 48 Great Marlborough Street, 

London, W.l., from whom single copies may be obtained, price 9d. 

Printed by Gloucester Printe-rs Ltd .. LadybclleKatc St . . GJouccster. 


